OUTLINE MEDIATION PROCESS

Catalyst

Mediation

POSSIBLE MEDIATION STAGES
Mediators normally discuss these stages to agree which will create the best chance of a workable
resolution being reached. The objective is to give everyone a chance of creating a better outcome by
thorough preparation and time to consider options calmly.
1

Legal Pre‐mediation Between the mediators and the legal advisors if relevant to identify the legal
Meeting (Optional)
points; solutions you felt were possible; is a compromise agreement needed;
would you make your own opening statements; etc.

2

Pre‐mediation
Meeting
(Recommended):

A 2 hour private meeting with each party to answer any questions on the
process, discuss the dispute and ideal outcomes. Then preparation and
possibly sharing information on issues / ideal outcomes etc before the day.

3

The Main Mediation:

usually a day of discussions in joint and private sessions (see later).

4

½ Day Sign Off reduces pressure to settle when tired on the main day, allowing solutions to
be checked for potentiality and to calmly sign off the final document.
Meeting (Optional):

5

Follow up:

some people like to have the option of calling on the mediator after the
mediation to check on progress – a failsafe if relations become strained again.

PRE-MEDIATION MEETINGS
These private meetings serve a number of useful purposes, of which three are worth mentioning:
1. Allaying Fears / Gaining Commitment
We usually start on the basis that you won’t know enough about what mediation is to make an informed
decision. So the opening question is usually something along the lines of “what would you like to know
about the process called mediation?”. The end result should be your understanding and commitment –
especially if you have thought about the alternatives available to you and compared timescales, control of
outcomes, stress levels etc.
2. Listen to the Story
The mediator is often the first objective person to have offered to listen, “Can you tell
me what you think this is all about?”. By being open you will be able to identify your
most important issues, what you would like to happen and so where the mediation
might go.
3. Start the Organisation
Dates, locations, who should be there and other details can be agreed.
4. Begin Preparation
You will be able to start thinking about the next section, Preparation options.

PREPARATION OPTIONS
A key part of mediation is the information you need to make a realistic analysis and assessment of your
position. We often suggest you prepare the documents outlined below, not necessarily to use at the
mediation – they can be most useful in preparing yourself before the mediation. However there are two
documents which could be prepared and shared if this would be helpful and is agreed with both parties.
 Issues
The key issues you must have resolved. The Mediator could combine Agendas to share
Agenda.
before the mediation so everyone can see that your issues will be discussed and gains
an insight into which issues are common and which are not.
 Time
Time plan of the key stages leading up to and after the dispute began noting the key
Line.
issues that arose at each stage can also be helpful.
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14. THE MEDIATION DAY
Arrival times will have been agreed at the Pre‐mediation meeting. You will be met and
shown to your rooms by the mediators, who will check for last minute questions,
recognise nerves and ensure you have a calming cup of tea or coffee. When all are ready
you will be brought into the joint meeting room. What follows is :

a rough guide to the mediators opening statement which reminds everyone of key
points, starts to focus minds and creates a natural start for your discussions;


a rough timetable of what you might expect, although the process can vary to suit all sorts of different
situations, numbers of people, time constraints etc. This also reflects our practice style which keeps
everyone together for as long as possible on the principle that you have the problem so you need time
for constructive dialogue/negotiations. Private sessions are used to stop destructive dialogue or allow
time for reflection and response generation. If needed the mediator can then act as the “go‐between”.

Mediators Opening
Welcome

Welcome, check use of first names, housekeeping points.

Dispute Disruption

Acknowledge disruption caused by conflict, effect on you (and your organisation), the
success rate of mediation.

Mediator Role

Chair/ Neutral/ Impartial/ Not advisor or judge. Not involved in detail – help to bring
clarity about key issues.

Benefits of
Mediation

Voluntary; face to face communication creating an understanding of motivations /
interests; Self determination in how to resolve interests.

Format for Today

Together while constructive; time out at any time; private room to consider key points.
Interruptions / emotion– form of information.

Outcome from
Today

Negotiation to solve problems; behaviours to rebuild working relationship or solutions
to enable elegant parting of the ways for both sides; get on with normal life. Long day,
other dates are available. Check timing issues.

Confidentiality

Of mediation; of private meetings; Only share with permission.

Without prejudice

Test “What if” options; not binding till agreement signed (if relevant).

Agreement to
Mediate

Signatures of all present to confidentiality and authority to reach an agreement.

The Morning
Mediator’s
Opening.

As above

Your
Opening.

A 5/10 minute summary of your understanding of the dispute and what you hope the
mediation will achieve. This is done with no interruptions so everyone has been heard.

Opening
Discussions

The mediator asks if anyone would like to respond to anything you have just heard or
whether (if one has been issued) you would like to start with the Issues Agenda. Main issues
are agreed / confirmed and time given to “unpick them” to see what solutions could exist.

Exchange
Information
/Expand
Knowledge

Discussion usually starts without much prompting. Mediator says little. May ask if you would
like to flipchart key issues as a common agenda (or the Issues Agenda if completed). Stories
of past behaviour/actions are useful examples of key issues, but not as points to pick over
endlessly. You may need time in your private room to consider information you have heard
and how it affects your view of the dispute and your position.
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Alternatively if the discussions are slowing, the mediators may suggest a
coffee break taken in private rooms. The mediators may then visit each
person at the end of the break to see how you think the meeting is
proceeding and see if there are any points you specifically wish to discuss in
private or raise in the next joint meeting.
This is useful time for both sides to consider alternatives to reaching an
agreement and alternative ways of doing so.
Agreement
on Key
Issues

By Lunchtime there should be one flip chart per main issue showing the detailed elements
and some initial thoughts on how the issue could be resolved. Before the lunch break, you
will be asked whether you are ready to look at possible solutions after lunch. The mediator
will ask if they can meet with each person at the end of lunch to make sure this is OK.

The Afternoon
Solution
Generation

New issues can be discussed or the Mediator can use the flipcharts of issues and ask which
one you would like to start developing detailed options for.
For easier issues, options can be developed in a joint meeting, with the mediator recording
on the flip chart the key elements and asking questions about each “solution” – who does
it, how, when, etc. The objective is to cover every aspect to ensure the solution will work.
On the harder issues, the mediator will ask how you would like to tackle them – usually the
answer is to talk through each one together, identify options, then retire to think through
details in private and perhaps use the mediator to take ideas to the other side to test the
waters, rather than doing it themselves and risk a face to face rejection.

Draft
Settlement
Agreement

A draft of a Settlement Agreement could be started (if relevant), while the mediators work
with the you together or individually on a particular issue that is troubling or start you
thinking about how to avoid the same thing happening again – the “what have we
learned” conversation.

Review and
Sign

You may need “calm time” to consider any draft Settlement Agreement. The mediator may
repeat some of the basic questions, to test whether the procedures in the Agreement will
work.

OPTIONAL SIGN OFF MEETING
In complex cases the Settlement or Compromise Agreement may run to many pages and are not best
reviewed by tired eyes and minds. If a Sign Off meeting is agreed, the mediator will remind everyone of the
confidential nature of the Agreement and, if other people need to be contacted – for example to check tax
implications or gain commitment to a solution – they would be identified and agreed by everyone.

POST MEDIATION FOLLOW UP
Sometimes you may welcome the idea of a follow up meeting a few weeks or
months after the mediation to check that the elements of the solution are
working and to help you re‐negotiate any that are not.
There are also occaisions when a joint statement is to be made and the
mediators are involved in drafting the text. Finally, in workplace mediations, a
mediator may be asked by a person to provide ongoing coaching or mentoring
in certain circumstances. The principle of the organisation supporting this
would have been agreed prior to the start of the mediation as a “what if ..” review of possibile outcomes.
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